
The impact of 
online media 

coverage on the 
reputation of 
budget hotels.

Sex, bed bugs  
and bacon rolls.



 The UK hotel industry is worth £20bn annually and the budget hotel  
 sector is set to treble in size by 2027 (Travel Weekly)

 Outside London, room capacity is being added but there is a shift   
 towards budget hotels to sustain occupancy levels

 It’s not price alone that fills beds –the reputation of budget hotel   
 chains will influence market share

 Customer booking behaviour will be influenced by content that   
 highlights deals and value for money, but also by negative  
 factors such as poor safety or hygiene standards

 For hotel chains, it’s important to know what messages audiences   
 are actually receiving and how they react to issues that can improve  
 or damage reputation – overleaf are just a few examples of such   
 coverage from August 2019

Reputation matters
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Reputation matters



Avoiding sleepless 
nights 

 Tribe used its PRSV methodology to evaluate online media coverage  
 for two of the UK’s market leaders in budget hotels – Premier Inn   
 and Travelodge

 Analysis of content from January 2018 to May 2019 reveals what   
 the online news audience will have seen, read and reacted to when  
 it comes to deciding where to stay

 The findings reveal that, while budget hotels rely on messages  
 about new hotel openings and great deals, there are some    
 undercurrents which may adversely influence purchase decisions,  
 erode brand love and open the door to challenger brands in the   
 sector

 Our insights go beyond traditional media evaluation to shape    
 implementation and planning, increase the effectiveness of PR and   
 help identify the undercurrents of negativity that can quickly lead to  
 a crisis
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 Audience impact is at the heart of the evaluation, revealing how  
 people respond to media coverage. This is far more robust than  
 vanity metrics such as volume of press clippings, impressions or AVEs

 The PRSV algorithm calculates the probability that the audience  
 has seen, opened and actually read PR-generated content.  
 We call this the engaged audience

 The content that appears in Google search results is the basis for  
 our analysis because online media are now the most influential   
 channel, with some news sites reaching audiences far larger than  
 those achieved by social media. Nowadays, people turn to Google  
 first for information

 Not all media are created equal, however. For any given topic, PRSV  
 calculates which media have been most effective in reaching the   
 interested audience

 By correlating PRSV results against independent data sets, such as  
 consumer search trends, website visits, sales or TV viewing figures,  
 we can determine the impact of PR on real-world audience behaviour  
 and outcomes

 All of our analysis is carried out at very high levels of statistical   
 significance, typically 98% or higher, so the findings are very unlikely to  
 be down to chance alone

 PRSV allows organisations to #GetReal by providing insights which   
 genuinely answer the ‘So what?’ question and add value to PR    
 planning and campaign implementation

PRSV – what you 
need to know
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Share of engaged audience 
reached and Google searches 
for Travelodge and Premier Inn: 
Jan 2018 to May 2019.
This chart shows the share of audience which has 
seen, read and reacted to online media coverage for 
Premier Inn and Travelodge over a 17-month period. 
There is a 60/40 split between the size of audience 
for Premier Inn and that of its rival.

The second pie, on the right, reveals that the 
relative share of Google searches conducted by 
consumers for each brand is in almost identical 
proportions. Our analysis reveals time and time 
again that there is a very strong correlation 
between the number of people who read online 
media coverage about a company or brand and 
levels of search for that brand.

What does this mean? It tells us that seeing and 
reading coverage of brands in online news is closely 
linked to people’s decisions to search for more 
information.

Around 95% of purchase decisions now start 
with a Google search and the results returned by 
the search engine will include a lot of influential 
media coverage in local, regional and national 
publications. Consumers reading that content 
will have their perceptions of brands shaped – 
favourably or otherwise – by the messages they 
absorb from online media.  

They may be prompted to search more specifically 
for the deals or the new hotel they have read 
about. Conversely, their search might look for more 
details of which hotels serve unappetizing food, 
are plagued by rowdy wedding guests or are to 
be avoided because of other information gleaned 
from both the initial online article and subsequent 
searches.

Online news is closely linked to search behaviour:
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Engaged audience reached by 
Travelodge and Premier Inn by 
key topics and themes:  
Jan 2018 to May 2019.

Overall, Premier Inn achieves the larger engaged 
audience across all key topics.  Despite this, Travelodge 
messages about ‘new hotels’ and ‘deals’ are gaining 
stronger cut-through in online media. However, Premier 
Inn is strongly associated with planning applications as 
its building programme continues.

The importance of ‘food’, especially ‘breakfast’ to an 
audience seeking value for money and convenience 
should not be underestimated. Neither should the 
impact of messages which are unfavourable – for 
example, police visits to hotels, crimes committed in 
the vicinity, or association between room bookings and 
illicit sexual encounters. 

The growing number of budget hotels being 
constructed and marketed is reflected in online 
media messages about ‘new hotels.’  
Online coverage about new Travelodges reached an 
engaged audience of 2.7million over a 1 ½ year period, 
while for new Premier Inns there was an engaged 
audience of 2.6million.
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Messages & associations can be good and bad:



Reputation risk factors for 
Travelodge and Premier Inn: 
Jan 2018 to May 2019.

It is vital for PR teams to understand the overall level 
of reputation risk associated with their brand versus 
competitors as well as the key factors behind it.   
For this to be meaningful it must be based on audience 
exposure – volume of coverage can provide false and 
misleading results.  

The PRSV reputation risk diagram reveals at a glance that overall risk for 
Premier Inn is high, at 19%, meaning that around one in five consumers 
will have been exposed to one or more risk factors associated with the 
brand, compared to just 14% for Travelodge.  

The main issue for Premier Inn has been safety associated with fire 
cladding following the Grenfell Tower disaster, followed by problems 
associated with planning applications.  

Travelodge and Premier Inn have been equally affected by police  
reports, largely reflecting the neighbourhoods where hotels are  
located while Travelodge has a higher risk factor associated with  
sexual and other incidents.
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Risk factors are revealed in coverage:



Online media engaged audience 
for Premier Inn drives Google 
searches for Premier Inn deals.

Reading about a brand in online media coverage has 
a direct influence on consumer reaction, as this chart 
shows. The size of the engaged audience for Premier 
Inn in this example mirrors very closely trends in online 
search. This means that online media coverage is having 
a direct impact on consumer behaviour.

What people see in the results returned by an online 
search is really important. Imagine the impact on 
reputation if the top links include news about a 
police raid at a budget hotel during a search for 
illegal drugs. On the other hand, if a hotel wins a 
Good Housekeeping Award for its sleep quality or 
value for money, that news has the potential to 
make a very good impression on those who are 
searching for the brand.

 
 

PRSV helps brands understand which online news 
appears high in search results and which consumers 
are consequently most likely to have seen and read 
when they search. Any negative signals can therefore 
be quickly identified and a PR strategy put in place 
to counter possible brand damage.
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Reputation can be influenced by online news coverage:



Top media by engaged 
audience.

For example, thesun.co.uk reached an audience 
of almost 2.7 million people with messages about 
Premier Inn and 1 million people with Travelodge 
stories. That’s fine if the content helps build positive 
reputation, but it is problematic if such a large 
audience is exposed to unfavourable content.

This chart also shows that, for cultivating a 
strong reputation, volume of coverage is far less 
important than getting coverage in the right online 
publications, which have the ability to influence the 
target audience.

This is counter-intuitive for PR teams who are 
accustomed to developing long media lists and 
aiming for large volumes of articles. Tribe’s analysis 
reveals time after time that not all coverage is 
created equal.  In fact, 60-80% of the engaged 
audience is usually reached by a very small 
percentage of media.

The remaining media fall into the ‘long tail’ of 
publications which contribute to clippings volume 
but actually fail to reach a significant size of 
engaged audience and therefore have very limited 
impact on reputation.

Here, we can see which online media had the biggest 
potential impact on reputation because they deliver 
messages about budget hotels to the largest engaged 
audience. 
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Not all online news coverage is created equal:



About

 Tribe gets you closer to your audience

 We build genuine understanding between internal teams and  
 external audiences, to create campaigns that make people  
 take notice

 Our insight-led communications deliver real results –  
 influencing behaviour change, driving sales, building loyalty  
 and enhancing brand reputation

 We can help you move beyond meaningless vanity metrics,  
 to #GetReal and focus on what really generates audience  
 response 

 Email hello@tribecomms.com, call 0845 4379340 or visit  
 www.tribecomms.com 
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